Behavioral evidence for midbrain dopamine depolarization inactivation.
High (2.5-5 micrograms) doses of ventral tegmental morphine, which normally facilitate brain stimulation reward, were found to cause a complete cessation of bar pressing for brainstem stimulation in animals pretreated with systemic pimozide (0.175-0.35 mg/kg). It was hypothesized that the behavioral failure was due to depolarization inactivation of the dopamine system. Electrophysiological evidence indicates that sufficient doses of morphine or neuroleptics can each cause inactivation by themselves. The behavior was reinstated by ventral tegmental muscimol, which normally suppresses both the behavior and dopamine cell firing but which reinstates dopamine cell firing in depolarization-inactivated cells. This behavioral reinstatement appears to confirm the hypothesis that depolarization inactivation of the dopamine system caused the behavioral failure, and appears to establish depolarization inactivation as a phenomenon of behavioral, and thus potential clinical, importance.